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Abstract—In this paper, we focus on the need for secure and efficient localization for wireless sensor networks in adversarial settings.
An attack-resistant and efficient localization scheme is developed, which extends the scheme proposed in [1]. The method offers strong
defense against not only distance reduction attacks but also distance enlargement attacks. Furthermore, our method does not employ
any device-dependent variables, hence yields more accurate localization. An attack-driven model is also specified using Petri net. It
provides a formal method for the verification of our scheme when considering distance enlargement attacks. The state analysis shows
that the potential insecure states are unreachable, implying that the model can offer strong defense against these attacks. To the best of
our knowledge, it is the first time that the Petri net has been introduced to validate security scheme for wireless sensor networks in the
literature.
Index Terms—Localization, security, wireless sensor networks.
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INTRODUCTION
N wireless

sensor networks (WSNs), sensor locations play
a critical role in many applications. Not only do
applications such as environment monitoring and target
tracking require sensor locations to accomplish their tasks,
but several fundamental techniques in WSNs also require
sensor locations. For example, in most geographical routing
protocols (e.g., GPSR [2]), sensor nodes make routing
decisions at least partially based on their own and their
neighbor locations. However, due to the cost reasons, it is
not practical to equip a GPS receiver on every sensor node.
Driven by this demand, many localization schemes have
been proposed to reduce or completely remove the
dependence on GPS in WSNs [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11]. All of these methods assume the existence of a
few anchor nodes [i.e., beacon nodes (BNs)] knowing their
own locations (e.g., through GPS receivers or manual
configuration).
The above proposed techniques were mainly studied
in trusted environment. However, WSNs may be deployed in hostile environments, and localization may
become the target of attacks due to its importance.
Because of the threats to WSN localization in a hostile
environment, the development of secure localization
algorithms is mandated. Further, due to the resource
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constraints of a typical sensor node, the secure localization algorithm has to be efficient in terms of computation
and memory requirement.
Recently, a number of secure localization schemes (SLSs)
have been proposed [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19],
[20], [21], [22], [23]. These techniques rely on robust statistics,
directional antennas, or spread spectrum techniques using
spreading codes, and so on. Basically, these methods can be
categorized into four kinds as follows:
One way to deal with malicious nodes is to accept that
they will be present in the network and propose robust
position computations that are still able to work in the
presence of bogus information. This is accomplished mostly
by using statistical and outlier filtering techniques. In these
cases, it is assumed that benign nodes outnumber malicious
ones. For example, the Attack-Resistant Minimum Mean
Square Estimation (ARMMSE) [14] is a voting-based
location estimation working based on the observation that
a location reference that has been attacked is usually much
different from benign ones, since it can mislead location
estimation. Thus, ARMMSE uses the “inconsistency”
among the location references provided by anchors to
identify the malicious injection and discard them before
making a final location estimation. This scheme has each
location reference vote on the locations at which the node
may reside on a grid of cells. Then, the cell(s) with the
highest vote will be selected and the center of the cell(s)
will be considered as the estimated location. Li et al. [15]
studied and developed an attack resilient location estimator
based on Least Median of Squares (LMS). The idea is to
draw random subsets of data from the original data pool
for individual subset estimation and then combine these
estimations based on estimation quality. Wang et al. [16]
suggested the cluster-based minimum mean square estimation (CMMSE) algorithm, which was the fastest scheme
among all the ones evaluated. All of these methods have
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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mitigated the attacks with two disadvantages. First, they all
focus on the statistical analysis of the results without the
process of the measurement leading them potentially
insecure. Second, all of these methods are based on the
assumption that most of the measurements will not be
attacked, which is not true in real world.
Another kind of security method is to observe the behavior
of nodes and decide whether to trust them. Liu et al. [17]
propose a suite of techniques to detect and remove
compromised BNs. One technique is that the detecting node
compares the calculated distance by using the location
information provided by the target node and the estimated
distance by means of the signal (e.g., RSSI). Another
technique to filter out locally replayed beacon signals is
based on the observation that the replay of a beacon signal
introduces extra delay. In most cases, this delay is large
enough to detect whether there is a locally replayed beacon
signal through the round-trip time (RTT) between two
neighbor nodes. Srinivasan et al. [18] propose a novel
reputation-based scheme called Distributed Reputationbased Beacon Trust System (DRBTS) for excluding malicious
BNs that provide false location information. In DRBTS, every
BN monitors its one-hop neighborhood for misbehaving BNs
and provides information by maintaining and exchanging a
neighbor reputation. However, these methods just focus on
the security of anchor. Moreover, they need more computation and energy resource.
Also, some other methods focus on the validation of the
final position estimation rather than avoiding or detecting
compromised nodes and attacks. Localization anomaly
detection (LAD) [19] uses deployment knowledge, with a
group-based deployment model, to let sensors verify whether
their derived locations are consistent with the known
deployment knowledge. In [20], an algorithm is proposed
for in-region verification in which a set of nodes wishes to
verify whether another node is inside the particular region.
This particular region may be a room, a building, or other
physical area. The proposed protocol, called Echo, uses
known physical properties of both radio frequency and
ultrasound to compute distances and check whether a node
really can be inside the claimed region. These methods
require deployment knowledge or physical properties of both
radio frequency and ultrasound. Thus, their application is
restricted. Moreover, they are not very precise.
There are several other secure localization techniques
including SeRLoc [21], SPINE [22], and ROPE [23]. However, SeRLoc requires directional antenna on sensor nodes.
SPINE requires nanosecond scale time synchronization
among all sensor nodes. ROPE, which is an integration of
SeRLoc and SPINE, requires both directional antenna and
nanosecond scale time synchronization. These requirements
cannot be met on the current generation of sensor platforms
such as MICA series.
In connection, Zhang et al. [1] analyzed and enhanced the
security of existing approaches when applied in adversarial
settings and then presented a novel mobility-assisted SLS.
The anchor A at time t1 transmits a challenge to sensor S,
which immediately echoes a response received by A at time
t2 . Anchor A can then estimate its distance to S as
ðt2  t1  T Þc=2, where c is the speed of light, and T is a
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device-dependent variable, which is set to be a constant value
in this scheme. Compared with the distance reduction
attacks, distance enlargement attacks are more complicated,
which enlarge ðt2  t1 Þ, thus the distance estimate. To
mitigate the attacks, anchors repeat the process above for
K times and take the median of the K distance estimates.
Because of the potential distance enlargement attacks, there is
a distance validity test in the end.
Although the SLS above offered strong defense against
distance reduction attack, it only can mitigate distance
enlargement attack through a series of steps such as
taking median of K distance estimates and validity test.
And, it can only tolerate at most 50 percent attacked
enlargement measurements. Furthermore, the distance
computing of the SLS presented in [1] depends on three
kinds of time durations, which are all device dependent.
Although those time durations are claimed to be usually
constant or vary in a tiny scale, they may lead to
inaccurate localization.
To develop a more secure and efficient localization
scheme and avoid the problems of the above approaches,
we propose an Enhanced SLS (ESLS) in this paper. It
extends the method in [1]. There are two approaches
according to whether there is a synchronous timer among
anchors and the other nodes. The ESLS can be specified
based on Petri net model and the attacks can be verified
efficiently. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time
that the Petri net has been introduced to validate security
scheme for WSNs in the literature.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we first present an ESLS with two algorithms. Then, in
Section 3, an attack-driven model using Petri net and a
formal method for verification of our scheme under
distance enlargement attacks are given. Finally, our work
is summarized in Section 4.

2

ENHANCED SECURE LOCALIZATION SCHEME

In this section, we present an ESLS for WSNs. To ease our
illustration, we focus on the 2D location estimation, but the
ESLS can be easily extended to the 3D case.

2.1

Vulnerability Analysis of Two-Way
Time-of-Arrival (ToA) Localization
Time of arrival (ToA) is one of the most commonly used
localization technique whose requirement for fine time
resolution can be satisfied in many scenarios (for example,
UWB technique). In this paper, we only focus on the twoway ToA approach (Fig. 1).
In the shown example, we assume A, B, and C know its
own position as ðXA ; YA Þ, ðXB ; YB Þ, and ðXC ; YC Þ. A transmits
at time t1 a challenge to sensor S, which immediately echoes a
response received by A at time t2 . Then, estimated distance
between A and S is dAS  ðt2  t1 Þc=2, where c is the speed of
light. In the same way, the distance to S from B and C can be
obtained, say dBS and dCS , respectively. Suppose that A is the
leader that collects dBS and dCS and then obtains S’s location
by the following equations:
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Fig. 1. An exemplary two-way ToA localization process, where anchors A, B, and C determine the localization of sensor S. (a) No attacks. (b) dCS is
reduced. (c) dCS is enlarged.
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where fA , fB , and fC are all supposed to be zero when
no error occurred during the above process. Because
measurement errors inevitably exist in reality, ðXS ; YS Þ will
be somewhere in the intersection area formed by the three
circles, as shown in Fig. 1a. By deriving the minimum
mean-square error (MMSE) location estimation [24], we can
obtain a more precious estimation.
The above process is vulnerable to distance reduction
(Fig. 1b) and enlargement attacks (Fig. 1c), which maliciously increase the location inaccuracy. For example,
attackers may answer anchor C’s challenge in the name of
S while jamming the later genuine response from S to
reduce dCS . In addition, an example of distance enlargement
attack is shown in Fig. 2, where the two circles indicate the
transmission ranges of anchor C and attacker 2, respectively.
The challenge from C is correctly received by attacker 1 but
not by sensor S, which is jammed by attacker 2. Then, this
challenge will be sent to attacker 2 through a secret channel,
and attacker 2 forwards the challenge to sensor S after some
time. Because the challenge is not modified by attackers,

Fig. 2. Topology of an exemplary distance enlargement attack.

sensor S will consider it a challenge from anchor C and
respond to it, and thus the distance estimate is increased.

2.2 Network Model
Our network model is similar to the model described in [1].
The detailed description is given as follows:
We consider a WSN that consists of randomly deployed
sensor nodes, e.g., via random aerial scattering. Sensor
localization is normally done during the network initialization phase, in which we assume that a set of anchors,
denoted by , performs coordinated group movement
across the whole sensor field. Typical examples of anchors
are mobile robots or unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
flying at low levels. The number of anchors, denoted by
Na ¼ jj, should be at least three to determine a 2D location.
Intuitively, the more anchors (i.e., distance estimates) are
available, the more precise location estimations are at the
cost of increased communication and computational overhead. We also indicate anchor i by Ai for i ¼ f1; . . . ; Na g.
Each Ai is assumed to know its own location ðXAi ; YAi Þ at
any time and place through GPS receivers. In addition,
there is always a leader in  that takes charge of the
localization process. In practice, each anchor should take
turns to act as the leader to balance their resource usage. For
convenience, however, we assume A1 to be always the
anchor leader hereafter. We further assume that anchors
and sensor nodes have the same transmission range r0 .
Before network deployment, we assume that the network
planner picks a sufficiently long secret  and loads each
sensor S with a secret key KS ¼ h ðIDS Þ. Here, IDS is the
unique identifier of node S, h indicates a fast hash function
such as SHA-1, and h ðMÞ refers to the message integrity
code (MIC) of message M under key . We further postulate
that each anchor knows the network secret  and is trusted
and unassailable to attackers during the node localization
phase, which usually does not last too long. This assumption is reasonable in that anchors are usually much fewer
than sensor nodes. Moreover, some researchers [17], [18]
have proposed some techniques to detect compromised
anchor nodes with localization information. And, this is
beyond our present scope.
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Fig. 3. Petri net model for the STDEA shown in Table 1 under attacks.

2.3 Overview of ESLS
After sensor nodes are deployed, anchors are instructed to
perform strategic group movement along preplanned routes
to localize all the sensor nodes. Anchors are required to
always maintain an Na -vertex polygon with the longest
distance between any two vertices no larger than r0 . This
means that anchors and sensors inside the polygon can
directly communicate with each other. To localize a node, say
S, anchors first measure their respective distance to S with a
novel two-trip ToA approach. The anchor leader then collects
all the distance estimations whereby an MMSE location
estimation is derived [24]. Subsequently, A1 runs a validity
test on the location estimate to detect possible attacks.
In the rest of this section, we will detail the operations of
this ESLS with an example. We focus on getting the distance
between anchor Ai and node S securely and efficiently.
2.4 Two Kinds of Distance Estimation Algorithms
There are two distance estimation algorithms according to
whether it requires time synchronization among all the
anchors and nodes.
2.4.1 Single Trip Distance Estimation Algorithm
The Single-Trip Distance Estimation Algorithm (STDEA)
requires time synchronization among all the anchors and
nodes (Fig. 3).
Let Tall denote the time duration from the moment
node S sends out the first bit of the response packet until
it sends out the last bit of the response packet. To defend
against the distance enlargement attack, we only require
Tall > Ta , where Ta ¼ rc0 , and c is the speed of light.
To obtain a distance estimate to node S, anchor Ai first
calculates KS ¼ h ðIDS Þ based on the preloaded network
secret . It then executes the STDEA outlined in Table 1.
The process of the STDEA is given as follows:
Ai begins with sending to S an l-bit random nonce m.
Upon receiving m, node S needs to echo one packet. The
response packet consists of m, T1 , and MIC a ¼ hS ðmkT1 Þ,

where T1 is the time when S sends the first bit of the
response packet. Ai receives the response and sets T2 = the
time when it receives the first bit of the response packet.
And, Ai then uses KS to compute MIC on m and T1 . If the
result is not equal to a, Ai considers the response a bogus
one and simply ignores this packet from S. Then, Ai checks
the value of jT2  T1 j. If jT2  T1 j > Ta , the packet must be
delayed by attackers and Ai simply ignores this packet from
S. If jT2  T1 j  Ta and the MIC is correct, Ai believes
that the response indeed came from S and proceeds to
calculate the single-trip signal propagation time as
t ¼ T2  T1 , and the estimate distance between Ai and S is
ct. Thus, there are two cases in which Ai considers the
response a bogus one and simply ignores the packet from S.
The above process of the STDEA offers strong defense
against not only distance reduction attacks but also distance
enlargement attacks. And, the distance computing between
S and Ai is simple, which is not related to the devicedependent time as the SLS. A more detailed analysis is
given as follows:
Our method offers strong defense against distance
reduction attacks in the sense that attackers are not able to
reduce t and, thus, the distance estimate ct (c denotes the
speed of light). Because of the synchronous timer we
introduced, the attackers have to reduce the time duration
of the response packet sent from S to Ai in order to reduce
the distance estimate. However, nothing can travel faster
than light so that attackers cannot make the response packet
arrive at Ai earlier than it should. Furthermore, our method
also offers strong defense against distance enlargement
attacks. Since there is only a single shared wireless channel,
there is only one way to launch distance enlargement
attacks. Otherwise, there would be collisions at anchor Ai .
The sole mean is that the attackers have to spend at least
Ta time to receive the whole packet sent by S and then
forward it to Ai . Thus, in distance enlargement attacks, the
value of jT2  T1 j would be larger than Ta , which can be
detected by Ai .
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TABLE 1
STDEA

Note that the attacker can either be an insider or an
outsider [12], [13]. As an insider, the attacker has access to
all of the cryptographic keying material held by a node. It is
potentially dangerous that the attacker can claim to be a
legitimate part of the network. On the other hand, as an
outsider, the attacker can only capture a node but cannot
extract the sensitive information. This model is comparatively less detrimental but harmful nonetheless. So, for a
localization process to be secure, it has to be robust in its
defense against both outside and inside attacks. Our model
has a focus on preventing the outside attacks.

2.4.2 Round-Trip Distance Estimation Algorithm
The STDEA requires time synchronization among all the
anchors and nodes before deployment. In order to relieve
this requirement on the devices, we consider a method that
does not rely on time synchronization among all the
anchors and nodes, that is, the Round-Trip Distance
Estimation Algorithm (RTDEA).
RTDEA is the similar to the previous work of the STDEA
but with a synchronous timer. The outline of the RTDEA is
shown in Table 2.
The key idea of RTDEA is similar to STDEA. The process
of RTDEA is given as follows:
Ai sends a request packet to S. The packet consists of a
random nonce m, T1 , and a ¼ hS ðmkT1 Þ, where T1 is the
time when Ai sends the first bit of the request packet.
S receives the packet and checks the MIC. If the packet is
valid, S will send a response packet with m, T2 , T3 , another
random nonce e, and a ¼ hS ðmkekT2 kT3 Þ to Ai . Then,
Ai receives the response packet and sets T4 = the time when
it receives the first bit of the response sent by S. And, Ai then
uses KS to compute an MIC on m, e, T2 , and T3 . If the result
does not equal to a, Ai considers the response a bogus one
and simply ignores the packet from S. Then, Ai checks the
value of jT4  T1  ðT3  T2 Þj. If jT4  T1  ðT3  T2 Þj > 2Ta ,
the packet must be delayed by attackers and Ai simply
ignores this packet from S. If jT4  T1  ðT3  T2 Þj  2Ta and
the MIC is correct, Ai believes that the response indeed

came from S and proceeds to calculate the single-trip signal
propagation time as t ¼ ðT4  T1  ðT3  T2 ÞÞ=2, and the
estimate distance between Ai and S is ct (c denote the speed
of light).
Let T Aall denote the time duration from the moment
anchor Ai sends the first bit of the request packet until it
sends the last bit of the request packet, and T Sall denote the
time duration from the moment node S sends the first bit of
the response packet until it sends the last bit of the response
packet. To defend against the distance enlargement attack,
we only require T Aall > 2Ta and T Sall > 2Ta , where Ta ¼ rc0 ,
and c is the speed of light.
Attack analysis for the RTDEA is similar to the STDEA,
as mentioned in Section 2.3.1. Here, we only focus on the
distance enlargement attack. Since there is only a single
shared wireless channel, there are only two means to launch
distance enlargement attack. Otherwise, there would be
collisions at either anchor Ai or node S. The two means are
given as follows: One is that the attackers have to spend at
least 2Ta time to receive the whole request packet sent by Ai
and then forward it to node S. The other is that they have to
spend at least 2Ta time to receive the whole response packet
sent by S and then forward it to anchor Ai . Thus, in distance
enlargement attack, the value of jT 4  T 1  ðT 3  T 2Þj
would be larger than 2Ta , which can be detected by anchor
Ai . Thus, we can obtain that the RTDEA offers strong
defense against not only distance reduction attacks but also
distance enlargement attacks.

3

ATTACK-DRIVEN MODEL

AND

VERIFICATION

Petri net is a graphical and mathematical tool applicable to
model many complex systems. It is a tool for describing and
studying systems that are characterized as being concurrent, asynchronous, distributed, parallel, and/or nondeterministic. It can be used to set up state equations, algebraic
equations, and other mathematical models for describing
the behavior of systems. Petri net is also applicable for
verifying the security problems under the environment
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TABLE 2
RTDEA

with attackers (e.g., [25]). The formal definition of Petri nets
and the incidence matrix are given as follows: For more
information about Petri nets, the reader is referred to [26].
A Petri net is a five-tuple N ¼ ðP ; T ; F ; W ; M0 Þ, where

In this section, based on Petri net, we will develop an
attack-driven model for STDEA and apply a formal method
for the verification of distance enlargement attacks. The
model can also be easily extended for the RTDEA.

P is a finite set of places;
T is a finite set of transitions such that P \ T ¼ ; and
P [ T 6¼ ;;
3. F  ðP  T Þ [ ðT  P Þ is the flow relation;
4. W is a weight function such that W ðx; yÞ 2 Nþ
(positive integers) if ðx; yÞ 2 F and W ðx; yÞ ¼ 0 if
ðx; yÞ 2
= F ; and
5. M0 is an initial state of the system.
Pictorially, a Petri net is a bipartite directed graph with
two kinds of nodes: P represented with cycles and T
represented with boxes. The arcs in F connect P and T , and
a weight value in W is assigned to each arc. Initially, there
are some tokens, represented with blacks dots, distributed
in some places representing the initial marking. A transition
may fire when it is enabled, which means that there are
enough tokens at the end of all input arcs. When the
transition fires, it consumes these tokens and places some
appointed number of tokens at the end of all output arcs.
The incidence matrix V of a net N is a jP j  jT j matrix
whose element vij at row pi and column tj is calculated by
vij ¼ W ðtj ; pi Þ  W ðpi ; tj Þ.
Usually, in a Petri net model, places are used to model state
while transitions are used to specify operations or actions.

3.1 Petri Net Modeling for Attack-Driven Scheme
As shown in Fig. 1, we develop a Petri net for the whole
process of the STDEA as mentioned in Table 1 under
attacks. We just consider the cases which attackers modify
or delay the exchanged packets. There are four areas
corresponding to node, channel, attackers, and anchor,
respectively. The model can be easily extended to the
RTDEA.
The default weight of each arc is 1 except the one that is
marked. And, the definition of f1 and f2 are given as
follows:

1.
2.

f1 ¼ 2jHKS ðmkT1 Þaj ;
f2 ¼ gðTa  ðT2  T1 ÞÞ;


gðxÞ ¼

1; x  0;
2; x < 0:

Table 3 lists the specification of each place in Fig. 1, and
Table 4 lists the specification of each transition in Fig. 1.
In the initial state, there is one token in places a1 and a4,
respectively. The token in a1 is used to start the localization
request for anchor. And, the other one in a4 is functioned as
a shared channel between the anchor and the node.
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TABLE 3
Specification of Each Place in Fig. 1

TABLE 4
Specification of Each Transition in Fig. 1

Transitions t10 and t11 represent the validation implemented by the anchor. Thus, a successful localization process
is that both t10 and t11 are fired and there is a token in a13.
In the other case, there may be attacks during the process.

3.2

Verification of the Security Based on
Petri Net Model
The state equation technique is usually applied for the
verification of a reachable marking in Petri net theory. And,
the state equation is
Mn ¼ M0 þ C T ;

The analysis is given as follows:
If attackers tamper with the packet, the value of f1 in C T
would be larger than 1. For nonhomogenous equations, if
the rank of the coefficient matrix is less than the rank of the
augmented matrix, the equations has no solution. Thus, we
can obtain that the state equation has no solution if f1 > 1.
TABLE 5
Incidence Matrix

ð2Þ

where  is the count of the transition sequence from
M0 to Mn .
If the state Mn is reachable from M0 , the state equation
should be satisfied. In other words, if there are no solutions
for the equation, the final state Mn would be unreachable. So,
we can use the state equation to determine whether an
acceptable state is reachable when there are attacks.
In Fig. 1, the acceptable state Mn of our model is (a1, a2,
a3 . . . a13), where all the values are 0 except that each of a4
and a13 is 1.
The initial state M0 is (a1, a2, a3 . . . a13), where all the
values are 0 except that both a1 and a4 are equal to 1.
Table 5 lists the incidence matrix.
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That means the acceptable state is unreachable when
attackers tampered the packet.
If collusion attackers delay the packet, jT2  T1 j in C T
would be larger than Ta , then f2 ¼ 2, the state equation also
has no solution, and the acceptable state is unreachable.
So, if there are any distance enlargement attacks, our
model will not reach the acceptable state. In other words,
our model offers strong defense against these attacks.

[8]
[9]

[10]
[11]
[12]

4

CONCLUSION

AND

FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have proposed a reliable mechanism
called ESLS to enhance the functions of the SLS in [1]. Our
method offers strong defense against not only distance
reduction attacks, but also distance enlargement attacks.
Furthermore, it is a device-independent scheme with strong
function of more accurate localization. An attack-driven
model has also been developed by using Petri net. It
provides a formal method for the verification of our scheme
considering distance enlargement attacks. The state analysis
shows that the potential insecure states are unreachable,
implying that the model can offer strong defense against
these attacks. Our algorithms make no assumptions on the
underlying network and therefore are applicable to a wide
range of wireless network settings including wireless
ad hoc networks, WSNs, wireless mesh networks, and so
forth. In our future work, we plan to use some extended
Petri net (for example, colored and time Petri net) to give a
more powerful verification of our scheme. The introduction
of our method into multichannel wireless networks would
be another future work.
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